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MEETINGS
NO MEETING IN JULY

MAKING SPLITS FOR HIVE HEALTH
from the President, Ian Low

.What is the one of the best things a
beekeeper can learn to support honeybee health in Cowichan besides treating
their bees? Every beekeeper may have
a different answer to this question;
however, I encourage you to consider
this answer: Making splits! Although
getting to know your hive, your hive’s
personality, and what manipulations
you can do to help your hive thrive, is
near top of the list, “making splits” is at
the top of the list in my opinion.
A split can be done when we split our
hive into smaller hives that can flourish
and will likely increase your chances of
wintering your bees. A caution goes out
there to – If you split your hive at the
wrong time of the year, your hive will
become weaker, and your hive could
potentially die.
Here are a few basics tips to ensure
the survival of your hive if you choose
to split your hive.
1. Hive Size – Make sure your hive
is a solid 2 full boxes of bees (across
the tops of the frames as well) and each
split has more than 2 full frames of
brood.
2. Timing – Splitting a hive too late
(after the summer solstice [about June
22nd), or splitting your hive into too
small of a colony that that queen and
group of bees are not able to build up in
time for fall does not make sense. Bees

2 splits without the queen have the most
produce queens on a honey flow and there
are no honey flows in July and August. Bee- amount of nurse bees so that those hives
keepers need to make their queens at the end have bees to feed their brood. Any bee
of May up to the middle of June to build their that has left the hive prior to the split (all
the field bees) will return to the original
hive strength prior to the wasp invasion
position of the original hive prior to you
which starts happening about the middle of
splitting the hive. The nurse bees will
August.
stay with the hive that the beekeeper put
them in (with very few exceptions, be3. Conditions to create a queen cell. The
cause the hive bees have not yet flown
hive needs to be queen-less. The Eggs and
and the hive will not orient to the original
young larva need to be in the hives without hive position, because they never knew
the queen. On day 3 after the Queen has laid the original placement of the hive anythe egg, the egg transforms to a larva. On
way (no orientation flights yet).
day 4, the young larva can be transformed
into a queen by the young nurse bees if the
6. Don’t throttle back your queen: Your
hive is healthy, there are enough bees to
support the function of the hive, and there is queen can lay between 1000-2500 eggs
per day. Most queens lay less than 2000
a nectar flow. Make sure you have enough
eggs per day. It is important to leave the
nurse bees in the queen-less hive(s).
queen bee enough bees to be able to
cover the brood so that she can keep
4. Create an interruption of the mite cylaying. The queen is important because
cle: If you can locate your queen, take away your queen is the reason your hive exall her capped brood. The Varroa Destructor ists, and your population is increasing. If
mite life cycle has a phoretic stage (attached she is a strong queen, you can always
to bees that move on the underside of the
steal eggs and brood to prop up other
bee, in the folds of the abdomen, followed by hives. Your queen is your greatest hive
the stage it climbs into a cell with larva just asset. Sometimes spreading your bees
before the larva is capped. By taking away too thin can affect your apiary’s ability to
the capped brood, the logarithmic population grow. Generally, in your first year, if you
growth of the Varroa destructor mite is inter- are starting from a nucleus hive or packrupted. If you treat the bees in this hive at
age, you are not making splits unless you
this point, effectively all the mites will
already had built out comb or you bought
die. Oxalic or formic acid will both work very a full-sized production hive.
effectively. 1 treatment will be enough. For
the hives with capped brood where most of
7. What does my split need? A Minithe mites will be, treat that hive(s) after all
mum of 2 solid frames of bees, and one
the brood has hatched and before the new
queen’s eggs become capped brood. I recom- frame of food. Feed your young hives
because they do not have a lot of bees to
mend oxalic dribble or oxalic vapour but
formic is just as effective and there are prod- collect for their nest. Feed your bees until
ucts that do not require gas masks and gloves they are a full 15 frames of bees, which
is roughly the point when your hive has
to treat. Make sure you follow the label
enough bees to fulfill their various roles
because some treatments are toxic to huin the hive.
mans, but not the bees.
5. The split(s) without the queen need nurse
bees! All bees are not created equal! Bees in
a healthy hive are of all ages. Make sure the

Cont’d on page 2

Held the 3rd Wednesday of the
month @ the HUB
2375 Koksilah Road
Doors open 6:30 PM
and/or by Zoom
Covid dependant
JUN MEETING — JUN 16TH
BY ZOOM ONLY

At this point it is uncertain if we
will be able to meet in person
and if so, in what numbers. If
we are able to meet but are
limited by numbers , we will
ask members to RSVSP if they
plan to attend in person.
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Do you have honey to extract?

Beekeeper’s Checklist
―wet‖ supers put back on the
hive.


Usually this is the time of the

main honey flow and the
bees are working non-stop
filling supers with honey.



Add extra honey supers as they fill up with 
honey. When they
become capped with

honey , supers can be
removed, the honey
processed, and the

Ensure that the bees have a
clean continuous source of
water.
Ensure your bees have
enough space to reduce the
inclination to swarm



Be careful not to spill
syrup or honey that
would encourage robbing and attract wasps.



Continue with regular
mite testing and control



Perhaps set out a swarm
catching box.

The Club has an extractor for rent.
$10.00 per day
Contact the Club for more info.

Make a split if need be
Set out your wasp traps .
Reduce the size of your entrance when wasps are
about.

President’s Message Cont’d
8. Split, but don’t over “split”: many weak splits will likely
be dead by the end of September, but a couple of strong
splits with no mites will be able to fight off wasps, the winter
and survive Nosema. If you provide your split with more
bees, they will grow in population much more quickly because the queen can lay more because she has more bees to
feed her brood.
9. Given our mild Vancouver Island climate, Beekeepers in
Cowichan should be able to be self-sufficient with bees. Why
is Vancouver Island importing nucleus hives and packaged
bees from New Zealand? There is no need for this, and it is
far less risky adding more bees from a foreign population
despite the “spot checks” provided by government agencies
to reduce opportunities for pests and diseases entering our
ecosystems.
Consider producing your own queens and maintain 2 hives in
your backyard. You will not likely need to buy bees as often,
or ever again. There are times when “just bad Luck”, or
“things are beyond my control” for why my hive died, but
with a greater understanding of what bees need, our Vancouver Island bee health will continue to improve. Making
splits creates brood breaks that interrupt mite cycles, provides you with a brand-new young queen and provides you
with another hive which can double your chances against the
potential of bad luck which can happen to the best of us.

BEEKEEPER TIP
Scrape all wax and propolis
off the tops and bottoms of
frames and the top and
bottom edges of brood
boxes to reduce squashing
bees when you put the
supers back together. Put
your scrapings into a pail
instead of on the ground to
keep your bee yard clean.

Our Club is continuing to grow!
We welcome 5 new members that joined is this past month!
We now number 117 members.
Psst! If you haven’t renewed yet you can just email payment to
Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com or by mail to PO Box 413,
Duncan, BC V9L 1P0

Happy Beekeeping!
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REGISTRATIONS
Next
Meeting
is
June
16th

At present, Etransfers can be
accepted at Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com or by mailing a
cheque (please do not mail
cash) to:
Cowichan Beekeepers
PO Box 413
Duncan, BC

No meeting
in July

V9L 1P0.

BE A GUEST…
A family registration $32.consists of
1or 2 adults plus minor children
within the same household. A single
membership is $20.00

NOT A MEMBER?
YOU ARE WELCOME TO
ATTEND 2 MEETINGS

Website online forms and registration remain being looked into.
If you require a registration form
please email cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

Alternatively, when able to
meet, they can be made in person.

The benefits of membership are:
 Joining a community of like minded people
 Mentorship Program
 Education

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
ATTEND OUR ZOOM
MEETINGS
EMAIL YOUR REQUEST TO
COWICHANBEEKEEPERS@GMAIL.COM

Below is our registration form that would normally be filled out at a meeting. With Covid, this
year, that has not been possible. You can copy
and paste below or simply send the information in
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Ask the Beekeeper …..

answered by Larry Lindahl

Question #1Someone said that the smoke that you use
on the hive, and any of its impurities, gets into the wax.
If this is true, are there other methods we could employ
other than smoke?

Question # 3 What is the best method for catching a
swarm?
Answer: The best method is the one that works for
you.

Answer: Most of the smoke drifts away. Contamination
of the wax from your smoker is almost nil.
There are many methods but mainly it depends on the
LOCATION of the swarm.
Other methods are a spritzer bottle filled with water, or
water with a drop of lemon grass oil or a very weak so- I would say one of the best methods would be to set up
lution of sugar syrup.
a bait hive in the yard or a bait swarm (leg of a pantyhose partly filled with brood comb wax. Hang it
I don’t recommend the use of liquid smoke that comes in from a low branch in the bee yard or nearby. Better
an aerosol can.
to attract them there than to chase them eg. 50 feet
up.
If there is a good nectar flow on you may not need to
smoke the bees. Use gentle and slow movements, no
The bait hive super should have one or two old brood
quick waving of the hands or bumping the super.
frames in it. You could write on the side of the super
―BETTER BEE INN‖
Question #2 How do you know if your bees are getting
enough water?:
Again, the method depends on the LOCATION and
there are many!
Answer: The bees will regulate this. But you could put a
container of water in the yard with rocks or sticks in it to Larry Lindahl is a Life Member of Cowichan Beekeepkeep the bees from drowning. The bees like warm wa- ers and a former BC Bee Inspector.
ter.
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Honey Bee Quiz
#1 What is the scientific name of the European honey bee?

#8 What is the average lifespan of a worker bee
in the spring and summer?

#15 What is currently the greatest threat to the
honey bee?

A Apis mellifica
B Apis cerana
C Apis mellifera
D Apis prolifica

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

#2 In what order does a honey bee belong?

#9 Because of warm temperatures, honey bees
live longer in the spring and summer.

A
B
C
D

Coleoptera
Legidoptera
Diptera
Hymenoptera

#3 How many wings do honey bees have?
A
B
C
D

Two
Four
Six
None of the above

4 to 6 weeks
6 to 12 weeks
12 to 16 weeks
3 to 4 months

A True
B False

#10 In comparison to female bees drones have
how many chromosones?
A
B
C
D

have half as many
have the same number
have twice as many
have three times as many

#4 From first to last, what are the four life
stages of a honey bee?

#11 From egg to adult, which develops faster?

A
B
C
D

A Drones
B Queens
C Workers

egg, pupa, larva, adult
egg, pupa, nymph, adult
egg, larva, pupa, adult
egg, larva, nymph, adult

#5 Approximately how wide is bee space?

#12 To which major segment are the legs and
wings attached?

A
B
C
C

A Head
B Thorax
C Abdomen

1/8 inch (3.2 mm)
3/8 inch (9.5 mm)
5/8 inch (16mm)
3/4 inch (19 mm)

#6 How many body segments does a bee
have?

#13 A queen bee mates many times. What is
the scientific name of that trait?

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

One
Two
Three
Four

#7 How many eyes does a honey bee have?
A
B
C
D

2
3
4
5

protandry
promiscuous
polyandry
progressive

#14 How many types of bees are found within
a colony?
A.
B.
C.
D.

One
Two
Three
Four

Tracheal mites
American Foulbrood
Nosema
Varroa mites

#16 A bee colony is made up of subfamilies.
The bees within a subfamily are more closely
related to each other than to bees from another
subfamily. What determines the number of
subfamilies in a colony?
A The size of the colony
B The age of the colony
C The number of times the queen mated
D The variability of the available forage
#17 What is the purpose of swarming?
A
B
C
D

To find a better home
Colony reproduction
Moving to an area with better forage
To escape danger

#18 What is the approximate temperature of a
brood nest when brood is present?
A
B
C
D

65 F
75 F
85 F
95 F

( 18C)
( 24 C)
( 29 C)
( 35 C)

#19 How long does it take to hatch from egg to
larva?
A one day
B two days
C three days
D four days
#20 Which is the most accurate statement?
A
B
C
D

A colony lives in a colony
A hive lives in a hive
A hive lives in a colony
A colony lives in a hive.
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OUR PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS!

Thank you to those that participated!
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BITS & PIECES

Fundraiser !

WASP TRAPS

Club T-shirts
Duncan Market
June 26th

SOLAR MELTER

$20

Don’t forget to set
up traps and reduce your entrances

A very easy diy for
small amounts of wax

We will have a table to
promote beekeeping
Come by and say
hello!

https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?

Fundraiser!

Splitting hives

Honey Bee Pests
and Diseases
$15
We are getting
closer to being
able to meet in
person!

U of Guelph

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FwGWN0AyoFg

U of Guelph
Installing a Nuc
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5mOXm1DChyI

PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS LIST

We would like to thank
Buckerfield’s
for their continued support of
Cowichan Beekeepers.
Prizes
1st Place—$50 gift certificates
Provided by Buckerfield’s
2nd Place —Club T-shirts

Categories:
BEES
First Place
Second Place

WINNERS
Jane Wines
Steve Currie

FORAGE
First Place
Second Place

Jan Hardie
Jane Allison

OTHER
First Place
Second Place

Cindy Liboiron
Guy Walker

WINNERS WILL BE CONTACTED
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DEER RESISTANT
Below you will find a link to a
BC Farms and Food article
listing the plant suggestions
for deer resistant pollinator
friendly gardening.

WHAT’S BLOOMING NOW? from Jane’s Garden
June is here with its bounty.
Pictured below.

https://bcfarmsandfood.com/
deer-resistant-pollinatorplants/#:~:text=Mint%
20family%20plants%20
(Lamiaceae)%20are,salvia%
2C%20thyme%2C%20and%
20savoury.

1. Columbine / aquilegia

5.

Iris / iris germanica

2. Oxeye daisy / leucanthemum vulgare

6.

Chives / allium schoenoprasum

7.

Phlox / phlox latifolia

3. Lily of the Valley / convallaria
majalis

8.

Lilac / lilac syringe

4. Strawberry / fragaria

9.

Clover / trifolium

1

3
4

2

5
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6

7

8

9

PHOTOS COURTESY OF
GERRY B
THANK YOU GERRY!

WHY ARE SOME COWICHAN BEEKEEPERS MARKING DRONES?
The Cowichan Beekeepers started a Honey Bee Drone marking project on May 22nd. This project is about tracking the movement of drones in specific locations of Cowichan. If you find a
marked drone, please take a picture to help us identify which apiary it came from. This study
has already discovered that it is plainly obvious that the marked drones are moving within an
apiary and not just to an adjacent hive. Different apiaries have marked honey bee drones with
different colors on their thorax and beekeepers are monitoring to see if the marked drones can
be found in other apiaries. Currently our sample size is small (25 drones marked in each hive)
and if one drone is found elsewhere in this study, this would be a very significant indication that
drones are moving between hives and/or apiaries.
As keepers of bees we don’t know, or perhaps we have not considered, the potential functional
purpose of a honey bee drone. Currently, many beekeepers assume that roughly between 10 –
20 drones lose their lives from mating with one queen and the rest of the colony full of drones
are merely consuming hive resources and providing little practical function to that colony.
Honey bees are unfenced legal livestock and as keepers of bees, we need to work with our
neighbors to establish similar health programs such as mite treatment schedules to prevent the
spread of mites and viruses. Beekeepers need to work together as responsible owners of their
livestock to create and maintain healthy environments for the benefit of all.
Ian Low
President, Cowichan Beekeepers
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The Cowichan Buzz...
2020 –2021 EXECUTIVE
President…………….Ian Low
Vice President ....Marie Cairns

Vision Statement
To provide a safe, respectful environment for learning, and sharing common
interest in beekeeping related practices for the purposes of acting in the interest of bee health, bee forage, competent beekeeping and a healthy environ-

Secretary… Carol Newington
Treasurer……...Cindy Liboiron

Do You Need a Mentor?

Directors:

Or

Dan Graham
Blair Herbert
Bruce Cairns

Interested in Mentoring?
Contact Us

You can reach your executive
thru cowichanbeekeepers.ca

At
Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

Life Members
ANSWERS

Jan Hardie
Larry Lindahl
Leila Long
Jacques Marc
Steve Mitchell
LIFE MEMBERSHIP LIST
IN MEMORY
Blaine Hardie
Eric Jones
Ed Milo
Gladys Shumka
Our apologies if we have missed
any names. Please email us at
Cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

HONEY BEE QUIZ
From page 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

C
D
B
C
B
C
D
A
B
A
B
B
C
C
D
C
B
D
C
D

ADVERTISING PRICING
Business Card Size:
Paid & Life Members
Unpaid Members
Members with a Bee business

free
$10
$10

Page Ads:
1/4 Page ad
1/3 Page ad
1/2 Page ad
Full Page ad

$25
$35
$45
$75

Prepaid multiple insertions discount:
2 insertions
3 insertions
4 insertions
5 insertions
6 + insertions

5% discount
10% discount
15% discount
20% discount
25% discount

Contact cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com for
more information

REMINDER!!
THERE WILL BE NO MEETING IN JULY
See you in August!

Send your questions or feedback to
cowichanbeekeepers@gmail.com

